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A 56 MHz superconducting cavity is being designed and built for the RHIC collider. The cavity will

operate at harmonic 720 of the revolution frequency of RHIC, thus a more precise frequency is 56.29884

MHz, depending weakly on the beam energy. The will be placed in the common section of RHIC

(where both blue and yellow ring have a common so that it will provide a storage RF potential for

both rings.

The low frequency of the cavity calls for a loaded in order to reduce the physical size of the

cavity. This approach is common in superconducting low-energy heavy-ion linear accelerators. The

shape for the cavity is a quarter-wave resonator. This type of superconducting resonator is very

common in ion and it is also the the 28 MHz "::irr'olol"'''::if'ann
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The performance of RHIC with and without the 56 MHz cavity has been analyzed in detail under

various conditions. Fedotov]. The 56 MHz cavity can lead to a large increase in luminosity, 50% or

more, depending on the configuration of RHIC at the time of its implementation.

Additional advantages include the fact that SRF cavities enjoy best vacuum, therefore reducing the

potential for the pressure rise in Sector 4, and providing somewhat lower RHIC impedance (fewer

storage cavities).

The is intended to be beam driven, a low-power (1 kW) RF amplifier will be provided to

nrrl\III'iIO amplitude control. The cavity-ring stability issues are discussed below.

The resonator will be nnAl''''' .......'t'AI''''l>I''I at near pressure, or at about 4.2 degrees K or

somewhat above. e to its very low rreouencv, which makes the BCS surface resisnvrrv

ovr,\ol""'t'orll r~sldual ellrl"!~""O resistance. which is to be the



Tuning rate of mechanical tuner

tuning range >24 kHz

Plastic tuning range 95 kHz

Pressure frequency detuning 0.28 Hz/mB

lorentz detuning at 2.5 MV 231 Hz

First mechanical mode frequency 98.5 Hz

Piezoelectric tuner range 25 Hz

Piezoelectric tuner natural resonance 160 Hz

It is worth nn...·u..lr'n that the resonator is beam and has a lorentz shift and a
rather small bandwidth. A monotonic mstaounv is not an issue since the resonant is
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resonator and enciosure with

the reS4:>nator

• The cryostat and crvoaemc

environmental acoustic noise.

must provide sufficient isolation of the resonator

• The shape of the resonator must allow good cooling by pool-boiling liquid helium.

The structure of the resonator has to accommodate filling the inner volume quickly with BCP acid mix

and rapid removal of the acid. The acid must occupy the complete internal volume, leaving no trapped

air. Then the resonator must accommodate the insertion of nozzles for high-pressure deionized water

rinsing of the complete internal surface area. These constraints were realized by providing eight ports

on the shorted-conductor end (furthest away from the gap) end the cavity. These

are also used for insertion of Mode dampers, the power ,...nllnl.t~...

and the
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and is

nrl'1ltnrlC:: with per the 32 nCo For 112 bunches in one or

in both rings, and a revolution frequency of 78 kHz, the current is about 1.1 amperes. Since the shunt

impedance per Q of the resonator is about R/Q=40 0 (circuit definition), we can equate the maximum

power of P=20 kW to to a Q of lessthan 800.

The fundamental mode damper dissipates a power into its termination; however the current is

modest (less than 20 amperes) for the large loop, which is 4 cm wide. In most of the time the

current is under 10 amperes. Thus the Joule of the coupler loop is negligible even when

constructed out of copper. Similarly, at times that the damper is inserted into the cavity, the cavity is

also detuned, resulting a negligible eddy current of the copper. If the copper maintains an

emissivity of 0.1, (polished copper has a significantly lower emissivity) then the loop can be maintained

at 300K with only about 1.2 Watt radiated into the cavity. Thus conduction cooling of the fundamental

mode damper is a reasonable approach.
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without rnrnnl!""nV'A"'l,Ie'lru"l

f) The design has to accommodate the helium vessel.

g) The support should be to accommodate cooling to liquid helium temperature with a

stable and n"'~~l""leol~1 known location and orientation of the cavity.

h) The design should allow a fine tuning during the final assembly weld to bring the frequency of the

cavity to the desired frequency, considering all the that take place cooling, evacuation,

pressure change, chemistry and welding. A frequency table [Ref Chang] provides estimates of the

frequency changes to these steps.

The mechanical design made takes all of these points into account [Ref Pail, and also includes a

of a mechanical tuner, including a slow (stepping and fast (piezoelectric) drives.
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runoamentat will
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To calculate the location of the in the consider the the

bunch spacingfor 120 bunch (counting the abort gap) is 31.95 m (9.383 MHz). The wavelength at 56.34

MHz is m. Since the beams in the two travel in opposite direction, for the same storage

the bunches the two should crossthe cavity's gap with 1800 phase difference.

Another consideration is the density of the bunch frequency harmonic lines in the cavity. This can be

reduced by increasing the effective bunch frequency with the use of two rings. Thus we aim at nearly

even bunch spacing (counting both rings), to be exact 3 A± A

Finally, we take into account the fact that when the cavity is moved from the IP a given distance, the

phase difference of the two rings with respect to the cavity amounts to double the distance. Therefore,

we move the cavity half of the distance for (nearly) even bunch spacing,or 1.5 A- A/4

In conclusion, the location of the cavity's gap center should be offset v.v_V&__ m from the exact IP

location.
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We shall be using the circuit definition shown in Figure 4 and the current and voltage phasors

as shown in 5. We define the real axis to be the voltage of the capacitor. Since the

resonator will be mostly beam driven, the current, Ig, is very small and the beam current, is

very close to being 90 off voltage. In the equations below, we will show phasors with a

vector notation, and a quantity written without the vector arrow is the length of the phasor.

The total current It is

I =t

where Ig is the generator current and Ib is the beam current. The admittance Y of the circuit (as

measured across the terminals) is

UII.JII ll,..'-'II energy, the reSlonaltor
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p = v

The we obtain (where is the beam phase relative to the voltage on the ""gt-"g"".,,"v.

R/Q

Since we want a stanonarv bucket,
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then we get an important relationship for the

gap voltage.
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'-.1"~t""t'U"lln with the total "'11"'""~II"'!l'"

resonator, we have

as the tYOI"lIOIl"'~I"'nll'" current minus the beam induced current in the

It

let us assume that the normalized frequency deviation consists of a constant part, and a time
dependant ~. If we now write down the real and imaginary parts of this equation, and take

the real axis to be along V, we

where is the rmagmarv part (in-quadrature component) of

anout the deviation ~,the generator's current. Also note that
lT01'\Ol"'*':l1"'r\1'" current
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=~-------

IQ= ,thusthe
V

is mcenenoent of beam current.

Replacing the nO"'lor~I"'nrcurrent by the forward power provides the final tuning equation

=2---

A numerical example, for 2.5 MV gap voltage a 1 kW amplifier win provide about 0.7 Hz tuning range, at

any beam current. This corresponds to a coupling of 49, or a loaded Q about 4xl07
•
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We assume

d --v=

+

We can substitute the values given above for the voltage, capacitance and their derivatives or integrals.

Then we collect the terms for a particular sideband, say the upper sideband, and this results in the

following connection the amplitude of the carrier and that of the sidebands:

OJ

and this is a n'·U~··I'I"I\j'~where LUIl:::(n-'Il ... the oetunma of the resonator from the beam rreouencv

resonator is below the beam With a bit more maruoutatton we
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